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INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS LTOD?

In 2015, Long Term Officials 
Development (LTOD) was 
developed and launched 
to inspire and empower all 
Match Officials to reach 
their personal career goals 
through a standards-based 
education and development 
program, supplemented 
through strong leadership, 
inclusivity and support. 

All aspects of the Match 
Official Development 
Program were strengthened, 
as Development Support 
Team members, Match 
Officials and the game 
benefited from a ground 
breaking development and 
training program which 
emphasized a pathway 
to match officiating 
excellence.

WHY IS LTOD IMPORTANT?
LTOD was important to improve refereeing standards 
throughout the game by recruiting, educating, 
developing and supporting Match Officials and the 
support network that surrounds them. Helping them 
to realize their potential, and support their roles as 
ambassadors and leaders in promoting the values of 
fair play and respect, to protect both the players and the 
game. The objectives of this program were to:

• Improve the quality of officiating at the Club and 
District level.

• Develop uniformity and consistency throughout the 
province. 

• Educate stakeholders on the importance of 
developing and supporting Club and District Match 
Officials.

• Improve and recognize performance and emerging 
talent.

• Connect Match Officials at the Club and District 
level with their Technical leaders, and the 
community.

• Standardize training and assigning measures that 
will result in equitable game assignments.

• Support and align officials’ development with Long 
Term Athlete Development.

WHAT OTF FUNDING ALLOWED         
US TO DO
In 2018, Ontario Soccer applied for and successfully 
received the Ontario Trillium Grant for the amount 
of $297,500 which spanned over the course of a 
three (3) year term to assist in the development of 
its membership and participants on and off the field. 
The impact of funding enabled the Match Officials 
Development team to provide a number of program 
items that we did not previously have the capacity to 
include:

• Formalize a Club Head Referee and District 
Referee accreditation program. These 
accreditation programs were targeted to create 
consistency in delivery, training, support, 
mentorship and education needed to ensure that 
every official has access to trained leaders in 
their community, and a consistent development 
program with equal opportunity.

• Generate Parent and Coach training modules to 
educate stakeholders on Laws of the Game and 
the development pathway of Match Officials.

• Standardization of league rules by age group.
• Develop a provincial peer-to-peer Mentor Program.
• Futsal programming aimed to generate a 

development pathway for Match Officials, 
Assessors, and Instructors.
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DEVELOPMENT 
PATHWAY

GRADING PROTOCOL
In 2013, the Match Official Grading Protocol was 
established to ensure transparent, consistent 
and measurable criteria for grading Match 
Officials in Ontario. In 2018, 70% of Ontario Match 
Officials sat in the Club pool (Grades 1-4). After 
consultation with Ontario Soccer stakeholders, 
it became clear that those officials were not 
being provided with the optimum development 
environment and opportunities.

For many of those Club officials, there was a lack 
of knowledge or understanding of the Ontario 
Soccer Grading Protocol, hesitancy on the part of 
the Club to release the official to the District pool, 
or the District Association not identifying the next 
phase of officials that were ready to move into the 
District Pool. 

Ontario Soccer recognized that those issues 
became barriers to advancement and took steps 
to ensure the advancement of those match 
officials who were qualified and aspired to 
advance. In addition, the new Auto Grade protocol 
created growth in the District Pool, while still 
maintaining numbers in the Club Pool, as the new 
Grade 5 Match Official was still connected to 
the Club. 

This projected growth was part of the Long Term 
Officials Development (LTOD) plan, and provided 
assignors more access to match officials for 
District competition.

For more information on the grading protocol, 
click here.

At the heart of LTOD is Development – we have set out a clear pathway from the 
moment a Match Official becomes accredited, through to our top Provincial officials.
 
Not every Match Official will have the ambition to reach the very top – nor would 
we want them to. The LTOD program sets the goal of ensuring every Match Official 
who picks up the whistle reaches their maximum potential both in grading and 
performance.
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KEY DEVELOPMENT AREAS & 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
At the core of the program, LTOD was driven by 
seven (7) Key Development Areas (KDA’s) and six 
(6) Guiding Principles.

Key Development Areas (KDAs)
1. Coaching & Mentorship
2. Education
3. Talent Identification
4. Fitness & Training
5. Technical Leadership
6. Competition
7. Recruitment & Retention

Guiding Principles
1. The needs of the Match Official will be put 

first in all decisions.
2. We will lower the barriers to participation, 

especially early in career.
3. We will provide balanced programming from 

grassroots to elite.
4. We must create a strong foundation at the 

Club and District level.
5. Communication and education at all levels is 

imperative.
6. We will strive to expand our outreach and 

offer more opportunities in all areas of the 
province. 

LTOD FUND
At the beginning of LTOD, a percentage of the 
collected LTOD Fee was provided back to Districts 
as a District Development fee to assist in their 
recruitment and retention programs, and to 
introduce new initiatives (not pay for existing 
budget items). 

Compliance was measured to ensure that the fees 
provided back to the Districts were specifically 
used for Long Term Officials Development 
initiatives. Requirements included:

•   District Development Plan Activity Report 
that provided insight on activities that 
were initiated, delivered, and completed – 
including attendance as well as a breakdown 
of how the District Development Fee was 
utilized for above activities, or for other 
resources.

• Compliance with the Auto-Grade system 
and the Ontario Soccer Grading Protocol, 
launched in 2018, which ensured no 
additional education or advancement 
barriers to match officials receiving, or being 
offered game assignments.

• Attendance at minimum one (1) Club LTOD 
outreach meeting.

• Advertisement of the Fitness Training 
Module and Videos on the District 
Associations website.

“ “I believe officials education and development 
is crucial to our game. We have instituted an in 
depth program for player development, it is equally 
important to develop, educate, recruit, and retain 
officials to match the pace of player development. 
We also have a responsibility to promote and 
develop all levels of our game equally!“

John Gibson
Past-President, HamDSA
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PRE-LTOD 
SURVEYS
As we traveled the province in 2017 onwards, we 
realized that the best laid plans often need review 
and adjustment. This became clear once we had 
connected with our Club membership. Due to 
the hierarchy of Ontario Soccer we rarely (prior 
to LTOD) had the opportunity to talk to our Club 
membership. LTOD changed this and allowed us to 
listen to our membership, survey them and adjust 
the program to fit the needs of the community. 

This resulted in a 92% buy in from our officiating 
community as we launched LTOD. Ontario Trillium 
Fund was presented as our funding partner 
through all presentations, webinars and activities. 
This was achieved through printed material, 
branded clothing, signage and social media 
postings.

To gain a better understanding of the 
demographics, priorities, requirements, and 
development opportunties that were available to 
officials, a number of surveys were conducted to 
create the foundation to base the structure and 
purpose of the LTOD program. 

In initial surveys conducted in 2018, three (3) 
criteria of officials were targeted: first year officials 
who recently completed their Entry Level or Small 
Sided clinic, returning officials, and non-returning 
officials.

01 First Year Match Officials

AGE
57% of respondents were 

under the age of 16.

MOTIVATION
Over 50% of respondents 

joined to get more involved in 
the game and to earn some 

money working a part-time job.

ASSIGNMENTS
60% of officials were satisfied 

with the number of games 
they received in their first year.

CONTINUING
50% of officials responded 

that they would remain active 
if they continued to gain 

access to games and received 
mentorship and support while 

officiating.

BARRIERS
Approximately 50% of officials 

stated that a lack of access 
to games would affect 

the likelihood of returning. 
Additionally, the next highest 
response when asked what 

would hinder their return was 
‘abuse and dissent’.
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02 Returning Match Officials

AGE
40% of respondents were over 

the age of 45 and 22% were 
under the age of 16.

MOTIVATION
75% of those who responded 
returned to officiating simply 

because they enjoyed 
officiating and loved the game 

of soccer.

ASSIGNMENTS
67% stated that they were 

satisfied with the number of 
games they received.

03 Non-Returning Match Officials

AGE
44% of respondents were over 

the age of 45.

MOTIVATION
36% of respondents left the 
game with 11 or more years 
of experience in officiating.

ASSIGNMENTS
Before leaving the game, 58% 
of respondents were satisfied 

with the number of games 
they received.

When asked which factors 
would affect the likelihood 
of returning to the game, the 
highest ranking responses 
were (in order):

1. Abuse and dissent
2. Lack of access to games
3. Low game fees

When asked what would entice 
individuals who left to return to 
officiating, the highest ranking 
responses were:

1. Reduce abuse
2. Lower fitness standards
3. Firm discipline policies 

and procedures
4. More support and respect
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2017

2018

2019

MATCH OFFICIAL MEETINGS
• Over 10,000 km travelled
• 20+ meetings & sessions
• 1,500+ officials engaged
• 23% return on surveys
• 19% of attendees were aged 25 and under 
• Practical training center initiative

FOCUS GROUP MEETINGS
• Built LTOD Framework for Clubs & Districts 

(March 2018).
• Including Club Best Practices, Club 

Development Program, Club Fitness 
and Education, Mentor Program, Club 
Resource sharing, the planning for a 
District Referee Coordinator Accreditation, 
Talent ID process. 

• Lead to the development and framework of 
industry leading programs and documents.

BOARD & TECHNICAL 
LEADERSHIP  MEETINGS

• In 2018/19, Ontario Soccer met with 115 
Club Leadership teams face-to-face, to 
present the importance of Long Term 
Officials Development.

• The Match Official Development Program 
regularly traveled to Clubs and Districts 
to present on the importance of LTOD as 
well as run education sessions where the 
target audience was focused on Club Board 
Members, including, Presidents, Vice-
presidents, Technical Directors, Executive 
Directors, and more.  

LTOD
ROADSHOW

The Officials

The Community

The Technical Leaders

A key component to the success of LTOD 
was our LTOD Roadshow, where we met 
face-to-face with the officiating community 
and listened very carefully to their 
concerns.
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EDUCATION

PDO’s & LMS
In 2018, the Match Officials Development team 
introduce the LTOD Provincial Development 
Officers (PDO) and a Learning Management 
System (lms) Creation Team. 

The PDOs were seen across the Province in 
2018, scouting and identifying talent. One of the 
first projects was the Frank Sobil Tournament in 
Durham Region. As part of their role, PDOs were 
also available for LTOD Information Sessions, 
to answer any LTOD questions, and to act as a 
point of LTOD contact in various areas across the 
province.

The PDOs attended training sessions and were 
regularly involved in LTOD information sharing, 
and truly understood and supported the LTOD 
program.

PDOs also oversaw and assisted in the 
organization of LTOD Days across the Province. 
The LTOD was a one-day event consisting of a 
practical session and a classroom education 
session (two (2) hours each) in which all Match 
Officials were invited to participate, no matter 
their level or aspirations.

Concurrently, the LMS Team extrapolated the 
results of the Baseline testing and created 
education modules that aimed to service the 
whole officiating community – from Grade 1 
to Grade 10. These modules included online, 
in-class, fitness and practical training as well 
as soft skill modules such as Self Confidence, 
Professionalism, Report Writing, and more.

As part of phase one of the LTOD program, a 
Professional Development Survey and Baseline 
Knowledge tests were administered for all Match 
Officials in Grades 4 -10, to curate educational 
material for the learning management system. 

• In January 2018, Match Officials completed 
a Professional Development Survey which 
gave insight into what they were looking for 
in their soccer career. This knowledge helped 
plan the tools, support and opportunities 
Match Officials required.

• In addition, Match Officials also completed 
a Baseline Test on the Laws of the Game 
comprising multiple-choice questions and 
some video questions. Group results by 
grade were collected to better understand 
each grade’s level of understanding and 
identify knowledge gaps.

““The Pickering Soccer Club is very excited to be part of this new, innovative program from the Ontario Soccer 
Match Officials Department. As a progressive Club, we fully support the growth and development of all Match 
Officials and feel this program can bring the collaboration between Match Officials, Coaches, and Players that 
the game has been lacking. We look forward to experiencing the immediate benefits for our Officials and the 
long term benefits for our game in Ontario.”

Matt Greenwood
Executive Director | Pickering S.C.
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TALENT 
IDENTIFICATION

Long Term Match Officials Development (LTOD) Talent 
Identification programs were designed to identify 
potential high-caliber Match Officials. Similar to player 
identification, LTOD Talent ID seeks to identify, challenge, 
and promote Match Officials to be the very best they 
can be.

Ontario Soccer moved talented and aspiring Match 
Officials up the ranks with games/competitions (OPDL, 
Ontario Summer Games, North American Indigenous 
Games, National Club Championships, Inter-Provincial 
Championships, etc.), ID camps, mentorship, and Talent 
Pathway programs.

Once identified, many officials are assigned to 
competitions that offer additional support, mentorship 
and coaching. These officials are then tracked in our 
Talent ID pool and invited to a higher level of competition 
for further development opportunities. 

From 2018-2022, we successfully introduced over 150 
aspiring and talented Match Officials to the League1 
Ontario competition environment.  This is the top Pro-Am 
Mens and Womens competition in Canada.

Prior to LTOD the average age of an official in League1 
Ontario was 35; in 2022 the average age had reduced to 
23 - showing that development, support, mentorship and 
opportunity are instrumental to the success of the LTOD 
program.
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CLUB BEST PRACTICES

In 2018, as part of LTOD, Ontario Soccer unveiled 
the Club Best Practices – a Comprehensive 
Guideline for Match Official Development 
Programming at the Club level.

The first of its kind, this document was curated 
and used to assist Club Head Referees (CHRs)
with the programming at their Clubs and raise the 
level of match officiating across the province. The 
Club Best Practices was developed in consultation 
with stakeholders and focus groups across 
Ontario and it was integral to creating the seven 
(7) Key Development Areas.

The guide offered many resources which includes 
a job description/roles and responsibilities as a 
CHR, District and Provincial contacts, program 
development plans and budgeting resources, 
framework for assigning, Club tailored education 
resources, and much more. In addition, the Club 
Best Practices also outlines a prioritization 
calendar for Match Official related events, 
programs and planning to help Clubs budget 
and plan. The guide was built on the backbone 
of over 10,000 open-ended survey responses, 
Focus Group Meetings and over 100 face-to-face 
meetings with Match Officials, Clubs and District 
Associations. The Club Best Practices was built 
based on the wants, needs, and current best 
practices of community members.

“ “The Oakville Soccer Club is excited to become a hub for the program of excellence 
in training and development of match officials in the province of Ontario. The Club 
believes that the development of up and coming match officials is paramount to 
growing the game of soccer in Ontario. The OSC is proud to provide field time and 
infrastructure as well as the opportunity for live training with our players that will align 
with the developmental goals set forth by Ontario Soccer for its match officials. The 
Club looks forward to working with the staff of Ontario Soccer as well as its Match 
Officials beginning in 2017.”

 Oakville Soccer Club
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MENTOR PROGRAM

COACHING & 
SCOUTING

In May 2019, Ontario Soccer introduced the Match Officials 
Mentor Program. Over the course of 2018, Ontario Soccer 
researched, restructured, and piloted a new format that 
focuses on an all-inclusive (Mentors aged 13 and up), peer-to-
peer mentorship program. During the Pilot the new material 
and process enabled Mentors, Mentees, Clubs, Districts, and 
the provincial governing body to capture data and highlight 
development areas and strengths for over 200 Match 
Officials.

This data offered a new opportunity to magnify development 
areas in a structured format to help build education material 
for Match Officials across the province. As a component 
of Ontario Trillium Funding, Ontario Soccer provided 25 
complimentary Mentor Accreditation Clinics across the 
province which were allocated across all 21 Districts. 

The goals of the Mentor Program focused on encouraging 
and supporting Match Officials, promotion of peer-to-peer 
mentorship, providing education opportunities, promoting 
enjoyment and retention rates and lastly, promoting Scouting 
and Upgrading opportunities for aspiring officials.

An integral component of talent identification is the ability 
to locate and support talent. Our scouting program was 
created to allow trained community members to evaluate 
the performance of Match Officials, not only in the technical 
side of the game, but on the social/emotional, physical, and 
psychological/mental side as well.

The Coaching Program is in place to support our talented 
officials as the move up the grading scale and into higher 
levels of competition. Coaches are selected based on 
previous experience, game knowledge, personality and ability 
to connect with other officials.  

FUTSAL
The Futsal program was enhanced 
with the following:

• Fitness tests
• Grading and assessment of 

officials
• Delivery of updated laws of the 

game

This allowed us to service the 
game with fitter, better educated, 
and more experienced officials. 
We created a Futsal Focus 
group, a panel of Assessors, and 
support network to assist in the 
development of the game.

“I have seen far too often that players and coaches are being 
developed at a higher level within Clubs and Districts and 
very little training for Match Officials. I have also seen too 
many times Match Officials just thrown into games they are 
not ready for...this does not bring justice to the game. If we 
want high caliber players and coaches, then we need higher 
caliber Match Officials.”

Bryon Start
Thunder Bay
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FEMALE
PROGRAM
In 2019, Ontario Soccer launched an 
initiative to engage female officials 
through the ‘Female Identification 
Program’. 

In preparation, the Match Officials 
Development team surveyed the active 
and non-active female officials to 
help identify barriers. Of those who 
responded, the top three (3) reasons 
why female officials left the game 

were: lack of assignments, lack or no 
support/mentorship, and struggles 
with equality. Overall, female officials 
comprise approximately 25% of the 
Match Official population where only 1% 
of that population successfully upgrade 
to Regional or Provincial status.

The Female Identification Program 
was born to help provide resources 
and contact points for female Match 
Officials to get more engaged and 
identify aspects that would help create 
environments for success including: 
more education, female mentorship, 
information on advancing along the 
development pathway, providing 
opportunities, establishing a support 
system, etc.

FITNESS PROGRAM
The modern game requires Match Officials to 
be physically fit by having muscular strength, 
muscular endurance, cardiorespiratory fitness, 
flexibility, and body composition. This includes the 
ability to work while having an elevated heart rate, 
the ability to sprint, jog and side step when needed 
and looking the part.

As part of LTOD, a 30-day fitness training 
program and accompanying practical fitness 
training videos were developed to assist Match 
Officials increase and/or maintain their fitness in 
preparation for the physical demands of the game 
and caliber of competition. The objective of the 
training program was to offer Match Officials a 
structured approach to increase their muscular 
strength, muscular endurance, cardiorespiratory 
fitness, flexibility, and explosive power. 

FITNESS TRAINING VIDEOS
In 2018, a total of eighteen (18) videos were 
developed which focused on a variety of drills to 
help improve a Match Officials performance on 
the field. Fitness is an integral part of officiating. 
Match Officials need to considered as athletes 
and prepare themselves as such. By creating a 
program tailored to Match Officials, we aimed 
to assist them on their road to improved fitness, 
injury prevention and to help prepare them for 
fitness tests. 

“ “Officiating is a key part of developing the game. 
Taking important steps to make sure match official 
development is considered alongside player 
development is essential to identify, support, 
improve, and retain high quality match officials. 
With a program like LTOD in place, reaching 
the pinnacles of officiating will be much more 
attainable for match officials all over Ontario.”

Carol Anne Chenard
Former FIFA Referee
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POST-LTOD 
SURVEYS
Following the pandemic as well as after 2 years 
of non-LTOD programming, a survey was issued 
to measure the effectiveness of the Long Term 
Officials Development program. The objective 
of the survey was to identify if program guiding 
principles and program objectives were met 
that were issued to improve the landscape of 
officiating soccer in Ontario. 

Overall, 51% of respondents completed the survey. 
Of those, 89% were male officials and 11% were 
female officials. The following data was compiled 
directly from the survey results.

AGE

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Ontario Soccer created Guiding Principles to 
support Match Officials. Participants were asked 
to rate the effectiveness of the delivery of those 
principles through LTOD. The chart illustrates the 
average percentage rating measured for each 
guiding principle.

1. The needs of the Match Official will be put 
first in all decisions.

2. We will lower the barriers to participation, 
especially early in career.

3. We will provide balanced programming from 
grassroots to elite.

4. We must create a strong foundation at the 
Club and District level.

5. Communication and education at all levels is 
imperative.

6. We will strive to expand our outreach and 
offer more opportunities in all areas of the 
province.

The following outlines the age brackets of 
those who responded to the survey.

LTOD MEETINGS LTOD DAYS
Officials who attended information meetings 
were asked to rate if they found the meetings 
informative.

Officials who attended LTOD Education and 
Practical sessions were asked to rate if they 
found them informative.
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

UTILIZING PROGRAMS

Ontario Soccer created program objectives to 
support LTOD. Participants were asked to rate the 
effectiveness of the delivery of those objectives. 
The chart illustrates the average percentage 
rating measured for each objective.

1. Improved officiating at every level.
2. Created uniformity and consistency in 

programming and opportunity.
3. Educated Clubs and Districts on importance 

of connecting with, developing, and 
supporting Match Officials.

4. Improved organizational support for Match 
Officials at the Club and District levels.

5. Standardized training and assigning 
measures that resulted in more equitable 
game assignments.

6. Educated Club and District Development 
Support Team members (assessors, 
instructors, mentors, etc.).

After 2 years of non-LTOD activity
Participants were asked to identify if they utilized 
any of the LTOD programs.The chart illustrates 
the average percentage rating measured for each 
program utilized.

1. Talent Identification Program – involved in a 
project based on identified officials.

2. Scouting Program – been approached 
to attend a competition or a higher level 
of assignment based on being scouted/
noticed.

3. LTOD Days - attended
4. Mentor Program – received mentorship from 

2017 to 2019 or became a Mentor.
5. Assigned to Competitions/Projects (Ontario 

Summer Games, On-Que Series, Gary Miller 
Charity Shield, etc.).

6. Attended Pre-season education webinars.

LTOD UPDATES SOCIAL MEDIA
Officials were asked to rate the clarity of the 
LTOD Update Reports provided which outlined 
the work completed.

Officials were asked if they noticed an increase 
in the promotion and visibility of officiating in 
Ontario Soccer’s marketing on social media.
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PARTNERSHIPS
• Working with Sport for Life: a LTOD staff 

member sat on a nation-wide working group 
to introduce LTOD to other sports across 
the country and ensure LTOD became a core 
component of Sport For Life resources for its 
members.

• Working with Sport Canada to include 
officials in annual funding and reporting.  
This included participating in focus groups 
and expressing the importance of support 
and funding PSO officials development 
programming. This was a very impactful 
process as Sport Canada has now recognized 
the importance of all officials in the delivery 
of a safe, fair, and inclusive sports model

• Presenting to Ministry of Ontario. This 
included a presentation on the importance of 
LTOD to ministry leaders and staff. Ontario 
Soccer was targetted as a leader in officials 
development and presented on the impact of 
officials development across our sport sector

• Partnered with University of Ontario Institue 
of Technology in the promotion, resourcing 
and delivery of an impactful development 
program by utilizing research projects and 
program documentation created by Dr. Lori 
Livingston and Dr. Susan Forbes.

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our 
LTOD program was astronomical.  We were 
moving into the final delivery phase of the OTF 
funded component of the LTOD program which 
was scheduled to be a major outreach program, 
with intensified talent ID events and programming; 
regional Club leadership programs and training; 
video testimonials and activities.

Overall results of LTOD and the impact of the 
Pandemic were:

• Reduction in programs that were planned to 
be delivered in 2020-2021.

• Reduction of staff and resources through 
2020 and 2021 resulted in a severely reduced 
resource network.

• No ability to travel across the province and 
meet with our Club leadership and Match 
Officials.

• In order to maintain some form of 
connectivity we switched as much as we 
could to online platforms for meetings.

• Online webinars were introduced. 
• We created topics that were of interest to the 

officials that were returning to play after 2 
years away from the game. 

• We serviced over 1,000 officials through 
these webinars.

• Moving new official accreditation Clinics to 
online delivery: in 2020, we had 50 days to 
transfer a 16 hour face-to-face program to an 
online program with self guided modules, live 
webinars and in person practical sessions 
(when permitted). This allowed us to train 
and recruit 2,500 officials over 2020-2022 
that would have missed this opportunity 
otherwise.

“ “As a DRC, I have long battled the challenges we 
currently face. Despite the differences in attitudes, 
perceptions, and desires of our Match Officials; they 
all get led on the same pathway. We strive to make 
each Match Official the best they can possibly 
be. However, who is to judge, besides that Match 
Official, what “the best they want to be” is except for 
themselves?”

Matt McCready
District Referee Coordinator | EMSA

PANDEMIC IMPACT
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